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Abstract: There are health care policy, service delivery, and educational drivers for the involvement of patients in medical education. In this article, we explore some of these drivers and the current theoretical paradigms through which patient involvement in medical education is examined. The roles that patients currently play in medical education are considered, along with aims, benefits, and potential drawbacks of involvement for patients, students, and medical educators. A review of current literature and the limitations thereof is included. The gap between policy and practice is considered, and potential reasons for this gap are suggested. Lastly, the impact of patient-led education is considered, and how patient-led education can best be used to transform student learning.
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Introduction

There is a drive from the General Medical Council to involve patients more explicitly in medical education. This has resulted in the development of a range of innovative interventions utilizing the expertise of patients. A number of terms have been employed to describe patient involvement in education, including “real” patients, “simulated” patients, “standardized”, patients and “patient substitutes” (eg, mannequins, videos). While many of these terms overlap, they are distinct, each with a different definition and purpose.

Simulated patients are generally laypeople trained to portray patients with specific health problems realistically. Simulated patients are widely employed in communication, consultation, and examination skills training for undergraduate medical students. The purpose of this is to provide students with a safe environment in which to practice and improve their clinical and interpersonal skills through role play and feedback prior to their work-based experiences with “real” patients. This reduces risk to both patients and students, and scenarios can be tailored to student learning needs.

Simulated patients are also widely employed for formative and summative assessment purposes, in which they can also be referred to as “standardized patients”. Standardized patients are required to portray a specific patient with a medical condition for assessment purposes, most commonly formative and summative Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE). The simulated patient is provided with a detailed history and symptoms, and must present these in a standardized way to multiple students to ensure fairness and consistency in examinations. Specific training is provided to these simulated or standardized patients to improve the reliability of exams. There is also...
evidence that when simulated patients’ judgments of student performance are included in the OSCE-marking scheme, the exam itself can be more reliable.6

The term “patient substitutes” can be used to describe any intervention that does not involve interaction with “real” patients; as such, even simulated patients can be referred to in this way.7 However, more usually this term is used to describe task trainers that can be used by students to practice practical skills, such as genital examination or high-fidelity simulation environments that utilize “intelligent” mannequins to simulate emergency situations and trauma.3

Another patient substitute that has become increasingly popular is the use of the “virtual patient”.8 Virtual patients are computer-based and vary in their level of interaction, from preprogrammed patient stories used to develop student clinical reasoning to projected images of a patient with voice-recognition technology to support students practice their history taking.9

However, none of these definitions can be described as patient-led. It is the involvement of real patients, portraying their own experience of health care either personally or indirectly through their relatives, that is of particular interest to us when discussing patient-led interventions.

Traditional medical training has focused on providing instruction using the perspective of a “doctor lens” with less emphasis on what it is like to live with a condition or experience health services from a “patient lens”. Patients have therefore been used as passive props to facilitate training. More recently, greater emphasis has been given to a more “active” form of patient involvement.10,11

Drivers for patient-led education
There are a number of drivers for greater patient involvement in medical education. These are intrinsically linked to health care policy, health service delivery, and patient-led medical education literature.

Health care policy
The Department of Health document Equity and Excellence: Liberating the NHS12 emphasized the importance of bringing the patient back into the center of all health care: “Nothing about me without me”. This document included the need for patients to be involved in health care policy and service delivery.

In addition, the national rollout of the Expert Patients Programme brought to our attention the need to involve patients with chronic conditions in educating students and trainees. This was due to the recognition that some of these patients who have a lived experience of these conditions know more about the condition, and in particular living with the condition than medical practitioners. The recent high-profile cases involving mismanagement of patients in National Health Service (NHS) trusts (Mid Staffordshire) have further highlighted the importance of patient involvement.

According to NHS England:

Patients, the public and staff should be engaged throughout the development of proposals from their very early initiation through to implementation. Engagement should seek to build an on-going dialogue with the public, where they have an opportunity to shape and contribute to proposals […].13

With this in mind, the traditional use of patients as passive props in medical education must be expanded to reflect these values.

Health care delivery
In an article referring to “the four horsemen of the medical education apocalypse”, Albanese et al14 highlighted four major consequences for medical education due to the changes in health services delivery across Western societies. These were: teaching patient shortages, teacher shortages, conflicting systems, and financial problems.

If we look at these in the context of how the NHS and other health services are currently organized, the similarities are obvious. There is a real issue with medical students getting opportunities to see a wide variety of medical conditions and all their complex presentations during hospital placements. Patients with long-term conditions are increasingly treated in the community. In addition, patients present with complex comorbidities rather than isolated conditions, and this makes illness scripts difficult to create within learners’ cognitive development. There is a national debate on workforce planning of the future. With the new consultant contract in the UK, consultants no longer have the liberty to take time to teach students and juniors. In the current financial climate, there is an ever-present conflict between running the health service as a business and identifying time for students/trainees to receive training.

In light of this complex set of circumstances, it is clear that patient-led education initiatives can have a real impact. By sourcing more patients as teachers in the classroom, hospital, community, and in their own homes, the shortage of patient teachers can be reduced, along with the impact of teacher shortages, conflicting health care-delivery systems, and financial problems.
Patient-led medical education literature

Patient involvement in education is a growing field of activity within medical education as a result of these health care drivers, and this is reflected in the literature. In our review of patient-led education literature, we searched such databases as Medline, the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC), Embase, Topics in Medical Education (TIMELit), PsycInfo, and the Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL) using the terms “patientS”, “educatS”, “medical education”, “involvS”, “teachS”, “learnS”, “service user”, “carerS”, “student”, “undergraduate”, “medical”, “postgraduate”, “curriculum”, and “assessS”. We then reviewed the abstracts and selected papers that were relevant to “real patient”-led education initiatives.

Theoretical paradigm for studying patient involvement in education

While the majority of the literature in the patient-involvement field is not theoretically based, there are some notable exceptions. These include Lave and Wenger’s theory of situated learning,15 in particular the concept of legitimate peripheral participation and communities of practice, and Goffman’s dramaturgy.16 Both of these models have been used by Rees et al17,18 and Monrouxe et al19 in respective studies.

In Rees et al’s 2007 paper,17 Lave and Wenger’s concept of legitimate peripheral participation is used to explore the roles students and patients are afforded by the clinical communities of practice. Legitimate peripheral participation is the term Lave and Wenger used to describe how learners are slowly integrated into the community they are training to become a part of. The learner starts their learning journey from the point of legitimate peripheral participation. They are allowed to be in the environment, but they do not yet fully belong, as they have yet to become full members (or participants) of that community of practice. They need to learn the language, identity, roles, and skills of those who already belong.15 Rees et al identified that when students learn from patients in the clinical setting, they can feel challenged by the patients’ empowerment and their own disempowerment. When this occurs, students can feel that their sense of identity and “belonging” to the clinical community of practice is compromised. Interestingly, Rees et al also noted that students are more comfortable when patients are “brought in”17 to the university for teaching. This can be explained by identifying that in a university setting, students are full participants in the student community of practice, and the patient becomes the outsider, temporarily granted legitimate peripheral participation.

In reality, both students and patients experience varying degrees of participation within the clinical community of practice, dependent on the situation and individuals involved. When patients’ expertise is recognized by clinicians for those living with and managing chronic conditions, the patient has a greater degree of belonging than the student. However, generally students see themselves (and are seen as) the middle point of the hierarchy. Rees et al identified that this position is sometimes regarded as that of a “broker”17 between the patient and clinical worlds.

The use of this theoretical lens allows us to explore possible explanations for the difficulty of translating patient-centeredness and involvement from theory into practice. Raising awareness among educators and learners of the struggle students experience when developing their professional identity and moving toward full participation could help to build more supportive learning environments, while recognizing patients as legitimate participants within the clinical community of practice, even in a peripheral way, would improve the level of patient involvement in medical education and promote more patient-centered care.

In another study conducted by Rees et al examining metaphorical analysis of talk about student/doctor–patient relationships,18 they discovered that the language used by students, patients, and doctors when discussing their relationships was laden with hierarchical and war metaphors, demonstrating that patient involvement and patient-centeredness as the norm is still culturally a long way off.

Monrouxe et al19 examined patient involvement in bedside teaching through Goffman’s dramaturgy theory. In this theory, interactions are viewed in terms of theater, with individuals playing the roles of director, performer, audience, nonperson, and prop. Goffman also considers the setting of the interaction and the use of back stage and front stage among performers and directors. The role of secrets is also explored, ie, information that is known to some of those involved but not all.16

Monrouxe et al found that even within one encounter, individuals involved can play multiple roles. For example, the doctor can potentially alternate between the role of director, performer, and audience, while the patient may play the role of director, performer, audience, nonperson, and prop, dependent on the situation and the attitudes of the individuals involved. Students often found themselves in the role of performer or audience. Within all encounters, secrets were present as the doctor and student discussed the encounter in medical terms. These discussions often took place as back-stage activities, with the student and doctor discussing the
patient’s symptoms, etc, in low voices while simultaneously engaging in front-stage conversation with the patient. The effect of this backstage talk and secrets can leave the patient feeling excluded from their own care, a nonperson, or prop in the student’s learning experience. Monrouxe et al suggested the insights generated by this study could be used to shape encounters between doctor, student, and patient to encourage more patient-centered care, but also as a learning tool to gain greater understanding of the student’s medical knowledge. They suggested that “students could explain their actions and findings to both patients and doctors using medical language plus a lay translation”.

What is clear from both of these studies is the role that the application of theory to patient-involvement initiatives can help us to understand why the theory/practice gap of patient involvement exists and provide insights into how we might address these issues.

**Patient roles in medical education**

Traditionally, patients have mainly served as objects in bedside teaching. However, in their more active role within medical education, the most common role patients fulfill is that of teachers.

**Patients as teachers**

Patients have been involved in teaching clinical examination skills since the 1960s, initially as “programmed patients” in simulated neurology consultations (what we would refer to today as simulated patients), and then latterly as themselves where mothers were able to provide their own children’s clinical histories to students, providing students with opportunities to practice their pediatric interviewing skills.

Patients’ expertise has since been widely employed to deliver clinical skills teaching and assessment in such areas as gynecology and musculoskeletal examination. In this capacity, patients have mainly contributed to the skill development of students.

A more recent teaching role for patients is their involvement with communication and consultation skills teaching. Within these roles, patients are not just contributing to practical skill development but also to the development of student attitudes toward patients in a personal and professional capacity.

Lastly, the use of patient narratives to provide students with a “patient perspective” on medical conditions and the biopsychosocial implications of living with disease has grown popular, and there is evidence that students and patients find this a powerful learning experience, either in the classroom, community, or the patient’s own home. Patient narratives enable patient teachers to contribute to all educational domains, knowledge, skills, and attitudes, demonstrating greater impact in terms of meaningful, memorable learning experiences and level of patient involvement.

**Evidence base for patient as teachers**

A systematic review of patient involvement in teaching showed effectiveness in terms of increased learner satisfaction and improved communication skills among health care professionals.

The increase in learner satisfaction is explained by students in a variety of ways, such as enhancement of perspective, context, motivation, and confidence, along with change in attitudes, understanding, and assumptions toward the needs of those living with disease.

Recent papers have demonstrated no notable difference between the educational attainment of students taught clinical examination of the musculoskeletal system by patients and those taught by clinicians. This is mirrored in the attainment of trainees taught patient safety by clinicians and those taught by patients. However while the educational outcome was achieved equally well through either method, student and trainee satisfaction was lower for those taught by patients.

It would seem that while students value patient-led teaching when the objective is to understand the patient perspective, they do not value patient-led teaching as much as clinician-led teaching when it comes to skill or knowledge acquisition. This attitude is reflective of the importance of power, status, identity formation, and paternalistic attitudes still at work in medicine.

There are concerns that while willing to lend power to patients for specific purposes, the medical profession is not willing to relinquish its own position as the ultimate authority. Patients as educators place students in the role of learner rather than carer, which can be threatening to their sense of identity. The cooperation-guidance model (where the doctor tells the patient what must be done and the patient is expected to comply) between patients and doctors is so embedded in the identity and culture of doctoring that making the leap to receiving guidance from patients is a huge paradigm shift. Medical educators can experience similar feelings. This uneasy situation perpetuates the perception among many that within health care, often only “lip service” is paid to patient involvement.

While the majority of the published literature is concerned with the benefits of patient-led education to students, there are also benefits to patients fulfilling teaching roles. These include
companionship, improved self-esteem, empowerment, and the altruistic aim of improving future patient experiences and helping the professionals of the future.\textsuperscript{10} Additional benefits, such as developing a better knowledge of their own health problems, developing a comprehensive illness narrative, better health outcomes, and deeper understanding of health services and doctor–patient relationships, have also been reported.\textsuperscript{31}

Few patients have reported negative consequences of being involved in medical education. However, examples of patients feeling embarrassed or exposed,\textsuperscript{32} feeling intimidated by being outnumbered by students and teachers,\textsuperscript{17} and feeling exploited and objectified\textsuperscript{15,36} have been reported.

Both students and patients can feel insecure in these patient-led training situations. Students can worry about being a burden to patients,\textsuperscript{37} or believe that they are exploiting the patient for their own learning purposes.\textsuperscript{17} Occasionally, students feel that patients take advantage of their student state to try and get more information or influence doctors on their behalf.\textsuperscript{17} In turn, patients can be concerned about students judging them, portraying them inaccurately in assignments and about their confidentiality and consent.\textsuperscript{20} They can also become upset if students do not seem interested in them,\textsuperscript{27} which can be particularly distressing if sharing a personal illness narrative in a classroom setting, or feel pressured into accommodating students for bedside teaching when they do not feel up to it.\textsuperscript{34}

While the literature demonstrates that patients can be involved in medical education as teachers, what is less clear is what the real purpose of such an involvement is.

In Jha et al’s systematic review (2009) of the “strategies and interventions for the involvement of real patients in medical education”,\textsuperscript{11} the aim of patient-involvement studies was examined. Examples of the rationale for patients as teachers included previous literature demonstrating equivalence between patient and clinician-led teaching of examination (the implication being on limitations of faculty teaching time and cost associated with that), that students and patients enjoyed and benefited from it, and that patients brought a perspective of living with disease that clinicians could not.

As we can see, several different purposes are being addressed within these studies. While patients as teachers of examination skills may be on a par with their clinical counterparts, the fact remains that the patient as teacher in this circumstance is not necessarily adding anything to the teaching experience that students could not get from anyone else.\textsuperscript{27} Therefore, the main purpose of this initiative could be seen as one of reducing teaching costs, or providing teaching where student access to training is limited while maintaining quality teaching experiences. While this is an acceptable rationale in the face of teacher shortages and financial issues, student attitudes toward these initiatives is less enthusiastic.

The role of patients as teachers of the biopsychosocial model of disease and lived experience of disease is unique to the patient and cannot be replicated by others. Therefore, patients teaching through personal illness narratives are (so far) the best use of patient teaching time.

Limitations of the literature
We have established that patients as teachers of the biopsychosocial model of disease and their lived experiences are unique and powerful learning experiences for students, and those patients can also benefit from their role as teachers.

However, the majority of studies use student-satisfaction questionnaires or self-reported learning outcomes at the time of the intervention as their evaluation.\textsuperscript{39} Spencer et al noted in their 2011 report for the Health Foundation that while many short-term benefits are quoted in patient-involvement studies, there is a lack of evidence on the long-term impact of these initiatives.\textsuperscript{20} It is not clear if these experiences stay with students in the long-term, influencing the way they think about and practice medicine after graduation and beyond. In addition, the vast majority of studies include patient narratives/teaching as a one-off event, rather than a longitudinal theme running throughout the curriculum.\textsuperscript{20}

Patients as curriculum designers and developers
The level of patient involvement in curricula design and development is still generally low across the sector. Very few studies identified in Jha et al’s 2009 systematic review detail patient involvement in curricula design\textsuperscript{39,40} or development,\textsuperscript{41,42} and at present there is no research detailing why this remains an underrepresented area.

It is possible to suggest potential reasons for this. In practical terms, facilitating patient involvement in these areas requires careful consideration of where and when (in physical and educational terms) patients can contribute most effectively. Simply inviting patients to sit on school committees does not necessarily translate into patient involvement. Changes to how we discuss education may be required, or patients may need assistance in accessing and understanding the academic world and the language we speak. Realistically, expertise in working with patients within higher education is required to ensure patients’ needs are met as well as educational needs. This expertise is not widely available. There are additional issues,
such as cost of patient involvement (payments, expenses, carers, interpreters, etc) and environmental issues to consider, such as access, length of meetings, and development of an appropriate supportive environment.

Along with these practical considerations are the more challenging philosophical issues: Is there a real desire within the organization to have patients as partners in education? Is the concept of patients as partners valued by those in senior academic roles? Are patients as partners seen as a threat not just within the clinical environment but also by medical educators? A threat to the power and hierarchy within higher-education institutions, or a threat to educator identity? These questions demonstrate the tension between the drive for patient involvement theoretically and its implementation in practice.

Discussion
When we consider what we want students to gain from their experience of patient involvement in education, it actually goes far beyond the “patient perspective”. A student passively listening to a patient talking about how diabetes or osteoarthritis affect their daily lives and their experiences with the NHS and medical professionals can be a powerful learning experience, but what happens next?

What we as medical educators are trying to achieve through this kind of learning is not just the student recognizing that living with diabetes is harder than they imagined; we want them to develop empathy and become “patient-centered” practitioners.

Mead and Bower identify five key aspects of “patient-centeredness”: biopsychosocial perspective, “patient as person”, sharing power and responsibility; “therapeutic alliance”, and “doctor as person”. To become patient-centered, students must actively use what they have learnt from patient narratives to inform how they think about disease and its management (a biopsychosocial model), how they interact with patients in the future (doctor as person), how they involve patients in choices regarding their care and treatment (sharing power and responsibility), how they develop beneficial relationships with patients (therapeutic alliance), and how patients need to be treated as individuals when considering interventions (patient as person). This is a lot to expect from students following one or two interventions.

Effectively, the purpose of patients as teachers using their own illness narratives is to stimulate a change in thinking and attitudes. This is transformative learning, ie, learning that effects change within our frame of reference. Mezirow explains that frames of reference are the “structure of assumptions through which we understand our experiences”. These are made up of “habits of mind” and “a point of view”. Habits of mind are the general ways we think about the world based on our culture, education, etc, and points of view are how we articulate these habits of mind. Points of view change often when we encounter situations that do not unfold as we imagined they would. Habits of mind are much more ingrained. Mezirow asserts that we “transform our frames of reference through critical reflection on the assumptions upon which our […] habits of mind or points of view are based”. The most common way that this is achieved is through discourse.

To become a patient-centered medical student, students must change their frame of reference from a purely biomedical understanding of medicine to a biopsychosocial understanding. The degree to which that is a change to habit of mind or just a refinement of point of view is different to each individual medical student.

We do not mean to imply by this that all students view medicine only in scientific and diagnostic terms; however, the necessary underpinning knowledge required to practice medicine is vast, and many students lose sight of the humanistic purpose of medicine during their training.

The way in which students often report their reaction to patient narratives using such terms as “powerful, memorable, fantastic, and inspirational” illustrates that some students experience change to this frame of reference straight away, but how long does this attitude last: till the next task, exam, or forever? This is where the literature in this field needs further development. In their randomized controlled trial piloting the feasibility and acceptability of patient-led training on patient safety, Jha et al attempted to evaluate the impact of patient-led patient-safety training on trainee practice 6 weeks after the intervention. While some evidence of impact was found, poor response rates from trainees in the follow-up limited how representative this was.

There is also the issue of students who are not affected by patient narratives, or do not wish to change their frame of reference. How do we know who they are, and does it matter? Follow-up, facilitator-led workshops designed to unpack these patient-narrative experiences and their impact on future practice would help students to turn the learning experience from enjoyable to transformative.

Kumagai provided a more longitudinal, thoughtful approach to the use and impact of patient narratives in medical education. Kumagai used psychological theory and patient narratives as transformative learning experiences with the aim of developing empathy, moral development, and patient-centeredness among medical students.
Through a 2-year longitudinal program of home visits to the same family, students appreciate what it is like to experience illness, and develop an “interpersonal link in affective, cognitive, experiential domains”\(^4^5\) which stimulates “other directed role taking” (ie, imagining what that illness and experience might feel like). Sometimes, these interactions result in “emotional or cognitive dissonance”, whereby students experience challenges to their frame of reference. The strength of the narrative lies in universally experienced emotional responses triggered in others by the story (loss, anger, jealousy, guilt, and sadness). This trigger builds a bridge between the patient and students’ worlds, arousing feelings of empathy and on occasions a desire for social “justice” for the patient. These visits are supported by facilitated discussion sessions and student engagement in reflective practice as individuals and in groups. Patient views of the student are also incorporated into this assessment.

This approach to patient involvement in teaching and assessment demonstrates a much higher level of commitment to patient involvement within the institutional culture than is generally seen in medical education programs. The qualitative evaluations (focus groups and one-to-one interviews with medical students) undertaken presented evidence that this approach not only provides the student with the traditional biomedical knowledge of chronic disease but also additionally delivers “personal, affective, and experiential knowledge acquired through the students’ relationships with patients and their families”\(^4^5\) While further longitudinal impact studies would strengthen the evidence of this initiative, it is clear that the aim of the patient-involvement program is achieved.

The educational design of this program enhances the impact of patient-led education, due to the longitudinal nature of the initiative and the placement of students with one family for the duration of the program. The facilitated discussions and patient input into assessment demonstrates to students that faculty value patients as educators. The initiative is not tokenistic, as many “one off” patient-narrative events can be perceived. These design features are far more likely to achieve the patient-centered attitudes we are looking to develop among our medical students.

Additionally, the qualitative research methods used to evaluate the program allow a depth-of-impact evaluation from individual students that cannot be explored using satisfaction questionnaires. More qualitative evaluation studies in this vein would help to address some of the current limitations to the literature within the patient-involvement field.

While the content of undergraduate medical education programs is always under time and resource constraints, more embedded patient-led education initiatives, such as Kumagai’s, are far more likely to achieve the drive within health care policy and delivery to provide patient-centered care than “wheeling patients in” to university settings.

Future directions

In this review, we have examined the roles patients currently play in medical education, primarily that of teacher and facilitator of learning experiences. These roles are a start on the journey to patient partnership\(^2^8\) and the achievement of true patient-centeredness in medical education. However, this remains a long way off, as it requires a significant paradigm shift on the part of medics, medical educators, institutions, and health care structures. Such initiatives as the Expert Patients Programme and the use of patients as teachers demonstrate the start of a shift; however, until we understand the impact of the individual, community of practice, institution, and governance on these initiatives, we cannot start to reconstruct ingrained cultures and stimulate true change. The theoretical research conducted by Rees et al.,\(^1^7^1^8\) Monrouxe et al.,\(^1^9\) Mead and Bower,\(^2^8\) and Kumagai\(^2^9\) help us to view and understand the everyday culture of medicine and medical education in a way that can identify how to effect this change. More theoretically based research from a variety of disciplines could help to move the patient-involvement agenda forward, empowering patients and developing the concept of medicine and how it is practiced.
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